ADDENDUM 3

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: August 21, 2008

Subject: BID # 08-115, Construction of Phase IA-Tornillo-Guadalupe New International Bridge Major Arterial Roadway

Attn: All Vendors that have purchased or will be purchasing plans:

Please note that the following changes and replacing plans (items) are marked Addendum 2. Addendum 2 already exist so all documents and Plans are actually for Addendum 3. If anyone needs more clarification, please call Lucy Balderama at 543-3887.

Addendum 3 with Revised Bid Plans Sheets can be picked up at El Paso County Purchasing, 500 E. Overland 5th floor Room 500.

Addendum No. 3 consists of removing the proposed riprap from the channel at the bridge site, over I-341 Lateral Canal, and adding a pipe crossing of the I-341 canal, downstream from the proposed bridge site.

The following plan sheets have been revised as a part of Addendum No. 3:
#1 Cover Sheet
#3 Estimate & Quantity Sheet
# 45 I-341 Lateral, Channel Lining – Riprap Layout
#56 Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan, Sta 39+00 to 65+00 ***

The following plan sheets have been added as a part of Addendum No. 3:
#2A General Notes & Sequence of Work
#38A I-341 Lateral, Maintenance Crossing Plan ***
#38B I-341 Lateral, Pipe Culvert Transitions ***
#38C I-341 Lateral, Pipe Culvert Transitions ***

The following Bid Document and Specifications Book sheets have been revised as a part of Addendum No. 3:
Cover Sheet
Bid Proposal (pages 8 and 9)